MigraTEC

Migration Technologies

Platform optimization

To remain successful in today’s competitive market, enterprises have invested more and more in
information technology (IT). But their investments have been largely suboptimal, driven by pressing business needs. As a result, much of today’s IT infrastructure is inefficient and unmanageable.
The move to industry standard components in the enterprise presents an opportunity to create sustainable
IT efficiency and improved
service levels. We call
this platform optimization.

Existing IT Environment

Platform Optimization

Multiple operating systems and databases

Industry standard technology

Too many skills required

Consolidated skill base

Increased end-of-life risk

Minimal end-of-life risk

Cross-platform service level issues

Increased service levels & maintainability

Inefficient supply chain relationships

Efficient supply chain

Costly business continuity

Streamlined risk management

Difficult to upgrade

Low risk and fast upgrades

That’s where MigraTEC comes in.

With more than ten years of application migration experience, MigraTEC is the recognized leader in C/C++ migration solutions for
cross-platform and 32-bit to 64-bit migrations.
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The key to successful platform
optimization is predictable and
efficient application migration.

Infrastructure

Our methodology, process and software enable more predictable, faster and less expensive application migration.

MigraTEC Migration Model

MigraTEC has created a three-phase engagement model to make our solutions easier to buy,
since customer investment increases only with predictability and value.

Diagnostic
Assessment

Planning
Assessment

Migration

Objectives:

• Complexity-effort

• Effort detail

• Execution

Benefits:

• Predictability

• Efficiency

• Cost and quality

Deliverables:

• Map

• Plan

• Successful migration

WWW.MIGRATEC.COM

Whether a customer wants to migrate from one 32-bit platform to another or upgrade to the most advanced
hardware available today, MigraTEC has the right solution.

32DirectTM Product Family

64ExpressTM Product Family
32-Bit to 64-Bit Solutions
®
®
•Linux32 to Linux64 on Intel Itanium 2
•Linux32 to Linux64 on AMD OpteronTM
•Windows32 to Windows64 on Intel Itanium2
®
•Windows32 to Windows64 on AMD Opteron
•AIX32 to AIX5L on PowerPCTM
•Solaris32 to Solaris64 on Ultra SPARCTM

32-Bit Cross-Platform Migration Solutions
®
•SolarisTM/AIX/HP-UX to Linux
®
•Solaris/AIX/HP-UX to Linux on zSeries
•Solaris/AIX/HP-UX to Windows
•Solaris to AIX/HP-UX
•OS/2 to Windows/Linux
•Compiler/OS Upgrades

®

Less Time, Lower Cost, Better Performance
Through our patented automation and process expertise, MigraTEC and our Service Partners consistently
perform application migrations faster, better and at less cost.

Customer Value Creation
Time Required to
Complete Project

1.0

Test
Migration
Analysis
Work Planning
Inventory

0.8
0.6

Note: Calculation based on
2.8 Version of 64Express

0.4
0.2
0.0

Manual Effort

MigraTEC Assisted Approach

Situation

•Pilot assessment conducted in parallel by SI
and MigraTEC.
•SI team took 6 weeks and multiple client
site visits to capture, analyze and assess
source code using manual methods.
•Manual assessment’s trial-and-error method
did not reveal all source-code issues.
•Two-person MigraTEC team completes
same mission using MigraTEC technology in
single visit to client site.

Results

A database/connectivity software developer
must complete fast-track migration in order
to participate in Itanium launch marketing
activities.

•Application “Build”
and source code captured in under 6 hours
(90% cycle time and
cost reduction).

Mission

A Windows-focused System Integrator
needed to show a financial services firm that
core business applications could be moved
from Solaris to Windows predictably and
efficiently.

64ExpressTM A Success Story

To gain significant market advantage of being first graphical development environment
migrated to 64-bit technology.

•Migration assessment
completed in one week.

Key Facts

Key Facts

Situation

32DirectTM A Success Story

In addition to enabling a predictable process, MigraTEC
technology saves more than
50% of the time (and cost) to
complete a typical (500,000
line) migration project.

•Completion deadline not flexible for a
project that is large and complex.
•750,000 lines of code in 1,300 files.
•16-bit legacy code scattered among the
32-bit code.
•Estimated 200 worker-days to complete
migration annually.

•Assessed migration
feasibility and risk with
32DirectTM

•Delivered planning and
cost metrics for actual
migration.

When You Want It Done Right

When you need to migrate critical business applications from

one platform to another...
Think MigraTEC:
• We have the patented methodology, processes and specialized
software to complete the job faster, for less cost, at the lowest
possible risk.
• We offer the only automated migration solution for both
application and server consolidation.
• We enable you to predict the time and cost of migration projects
before the job starts.
1-800-678-5187

Contact us now to learn
more about MigraTEC
products and services.
Headquarters:
800-678-0187
972-969-0300
972-969-0315 (Fax)
MigraTEC, Inc.
11494 Luna road
Suite 100
Dallas, TX 75234
sales@migratec.com
www.migratec.com

Results

•Outsourced significant portion of code to
MigraTEC Migration
Center.
•Project completed in 90
worker days.
•Customer achieved
time-to-market goals
while significantly
reducing labor and
expense versus manual
migration.

Federal:
703-318-8000 Ext. 33
703-318-8872 (Fax)
MigraTEC, Inc.
Federal Sales Office
555 Grove Street
Suite 200
Herndon, VA 20170
cbrown@migratec.com
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